Chicago District Golf Association
Scouting Report 10-20-13

About two hours after last weeks scouting report went out; I received my first report of frost – typical! It has indeed
arrived and the resulting slowdown in turf growth and recovery from aeration has occurred. The frost arrival will stay for
the upcoming week and should result in knocking back any disease problems. It will however create the colors that get
everybody excited about in the greens to which the response is – the turf is not dying even though it’s red and mottled –
it’s just getting into shutdown mode. I will discuss that later.
The onset of frost however does mean that late season fertilizer applications should be getting close and also that
aeration now is going to really leave a mark over winter and probably into the spring. Frost delays have started popping
up and remember the damage may not appear now but as sure as the sun rises in the east and sets in the west turf will
show the effects next year. Crushing the crystalized internal cell structure of anything can never be considered a good
idea for health. Very light irrigation to remove frost may be of help for the moment but the colder it gets the longer the
delays may be. Fall colors are in full effect on many courses – enjoy them!
Climate:
We have had some what of a malfunction on the weather station this week but the back up station has allowed some
information to be collected. Temperatures took a nose dive certainly (Figure 1) and while no frost was spotted at the
golf house notices of frost delays were around all week. This will have helped to kill off all or most of the remaining
problems while also slowing down turf growth.
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Figure 1. Temperatures at Sunshine Course, Lemont, Illinois October 2013

Light integrals also took a nose dive as cloud cover built up (Figure 2). This was associated with what I call soft rain fall.
The soft rain fall was excellent from the standpoint of wetting soil properly while not creating any runoff. For managers
trying to get projects completed it was difficult but it was needed so complaints have to be withheld. The cloud cover in
fact allowed temperatures to actually stay somewhat warmer but clear skies next week will lead to a change there!
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Figure 2. Daily light integrals at Sunshine Course, Lemont, Illinois October 2013
Humidity values also finally dropped off and combined with temperature decline we have hit a proper slowdown mode
(Figure 3). It would be surprising to see humidity values rise to be anything of a large scale problem until next year at this
stage.
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Figure 3. Average daily humidity values at Sunshine Course, Lemont, Illinois October 2013.
Central Illinois has also finally seen a much needed cool down as a long dry summer has come to an end (Figure 4). Of
interest this week I was down at the Country Club of Decatur, where the club has decided to go with Zoysiagrass
Fairways and Tees in an attempt to retain turf during the summer when water levels become critical (Picture 1).
Superintendent J. Pokrzywinski has a major project on his hands but as you can see – fairways are looking good ahead of
the winter after only being in the ground for approximately four months. There was also over 0.3” of precipitation in
Peoria this week and hopefully the rest of the state saw some of that rainfall (Figure 5). Despite that and the slowdown
in water loss from turfgrass with temperature declines – the rainfall as still only ~50% of what was lost.
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Figure 4. Daily maximum and minimum temperatures at Peoria CC, Peoria County, IL, October 2013
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Figure 5. Daily rainfall and evapotranspiration values at Peoria CC, Peoria County, IL, October 2013
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Picture 1. Zoysiagrass fairways looking excellent at Country Club of Decatur as they attempt to deal with water
restrictions.

Disease:
Last week the only problem reported or spotted was still rust (Picture 2) – it’s been hanging around but frost will take
care of it and everything else this week.
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Picture 2. Rust on high cut turf in North Central Il this week.
Dollar spot scars are evident but activity has certainly declined. It doesn’t seem like we will run into a period of time
where its dark, cloudy and wet – though maybe I have jinxed myself but the frost next week will help knock the head on
‘living problems’
Weeds:
Many weeds were taking a walk backwards this week and in particular the warm season grassy weeds. Crabgrass
showed itself with the purple colors in full flow as the grass goes into the dormancy and winter death. Goosegrass
(Picture 3) has also taken a natural step back while anyone who has made fall herbicide applications have been very
happy with their results.
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Picture 3. Goosegrass will start making a disappearing act this week

Management strategy:
This week is not so much a management strategy but a small discussion on what we are probably seeing on the course
right now. MOTTLED greens – we are all going to die OHHHH NOOOOOO. The panic is over – there will be no death,
destruction, rabies, 1000 year flood or anything o the sort, there will be however an annual change in your turfgrass
canopy that may or may not become more pronounced as the years go on. The migration and mottling are two different
things.
Migration of clones of bentgrass as far as we can tell has gone on for years and it seems related to the breeding and
cross breeding that has gone on in an attempt to produce superior surfaces from a range of stances, aims at fixing heat
tolerance, disease resistance, water use, insect resistance are indeed noble – however if you change one thing in nature
it seems there will be a response somewhere on the back end – therefore we see where the diversity in color appears at
certain times of the year based on environmental conditions. It doesn’t mean necessarily that bentgrass is walking over
the green to hang out with its friend but more that the specific location induces a trait at certain times of the year which
may make the turf a different color. In mixed stands this is more pronounced so Poa annua and bentgrass greens should
in reality be mottled – I firmly believe that mottling is a sign of maturity and that the green is in a stable environmental
situation.
The other color is red – this for me is of specific interest. The red is similar to what we see in strawberries and cherries –
we like that color and so why get excited about red in turf – again it’s not dying. It is however a physiological response,
which as far as we can discern is caused by a combination of light and cooler temperatures. Photosynthesis is optimal for
cool season grasses between 65-75°F, however this can become a limiting factor once temperatures are consistently
lower than this for extended periods but plants have not yet gone into ‘hibernation’ for winter. The issue is that sunlight
intensities have not necessarily declined and so the energy of the sun becomes somewhat overwhelming for want of a
better word. The response from turf is we believe to produce pigments known as anthocyanins – these are red – and the
argument is that they sit above the photosynthetic apparatus within the turfgrass plant and reflect high energy red light
(we see that) and absorb some blue and a lot of UV light. Thus it’s a protective response to something we have little
control over - as of yet we have not found out whether the response is a good or bad one from the competitive
standpoint with Poa – but it sure is interesting!
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Mottling of greens starting to appear last week. Deeper red and color change will occur with harder frost this upcoming
week.

Innovation:
This week I visited with Mike Rayman in central Illinois and we had a great conversation about something which I
thought was innovative and very plausible for many of you to consider. Mike has two current ISU graduate students
Wyatt Byrd and Jacob Kuban on his crew at Weibring Golf Club at ISU. The point of having the two gents is not as I
recently experienced, to have cheap labor. Rather Wyatt and Jacob have worked intensely on the process of gaining
Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary Program for the course. The project itself has a desirable end result for all golf courses
and Mike has found an innovative way to allow for the project to develop. The attaining of the status is difficult and time
consuming and so while it and many other similar projects are certainly on your list of must do – they constantly get
knocked down due to day to day pressures. The three men came together to put an application into ISU for a
sustainability grant. This occurred alongside Dr. David Kopsell who is at ISU and is Wyatt’s academic advisor.
Costs considered were equipment such as a new weather station to allow for more precise localized predictions of
incoming weather with the aim of reducing chemical use, water conservation and quality. Tree tagging supplies were in
the grant to attain outreach and education category in the application process, an IPad was included to help achieve the
environmental planning category while in use on the course, and moisture sensors to help achieve the water
conservation category. The gran application succeeded and the two gents have worked part time on the course with
Mike and part time on the project which is nearing completion.
The benefit to Mike is that he has not had to carry the whole work load on the idea, he has two focused and hard
working people who are fulfilling their interests while also providing labor on the course and Mike has not had to lose
focus on day to day operations.
This is to me a very innovative way to interact with the community and make your course a living laboratory. It doesn’t
mean you have to jump through hoops to achieve the same, but it is a way to think outside the box. Mike does have ISU
on his door step and you in all likelihood have community colleges close to you with undergraduates in horticulture
classes who may jump at the opportunity to come out and work on your tree inventory. You undoubtedly will have a
local municipality that has some form of sustainability grant for this type of project – check it out! Once the project is in
place or close to completion you can of course inform members and other interested parties of your efforts at outreach
in the community – read about Mike’s efforts here http://agriculture.illinoisstate.edu/audubon.shtml
FINALLY!!!!
Last week was a sod line – simple enough! Mr. D. Groelle picked correctly – but that was it. Table still tight!! Two more
to go!
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This week is something from the archives! What caused this?? Answers to enangle@cdga.org
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Dr. Lee Miller’s most recent report is linked below dated 10-3-13

http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/update10_03_13.cfm
As always if you have a question or query please do not hesitate to ask, and you can call or email.
Ed Nangle PhD
Director of Turfgrass Programs
Chicago District Golf Association
11855 Archer Ave
Lemont, IL 60439
P 630.685.2307
C 630.423.1925
Twitter @turfresearch
www.cdgaturf.org
enangle@cdga.org

